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Silver Exhaust Garnish Kit
08F71-K35-J00ZA

Windshield
08R70-K35-D00

Stainless Steel Floor Panel Kit
08F72-K35-J00

Wheel Sticker Kit
08F84-KWN-810A

An silver anodised aluminium Exhaust
Garnish featuring the PCX logo to
replace the standard one to give a
more premium look.

Specially engineered for the PCX,
this polycarbonate Windshield offers
perfect shelter from the elements
without hindering visibility.
Dimensions : 588 × 454 × 4mm.

A set of left and right stainless steel
floor panels with anti-slip pads that will
add a touch of elegance to your scooter.

Round shaped stickers applied to the
front and rear wheels.
Available in Red, White or Silver.
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29L Top Box
08L29-K35-RTB

39L Top Box
08L39-K35-RTB

Colour-matched 39L Top Box Lid
08L39-RTB-000ZC

Optimate Battery Optimiser
08M51-EWA-600U

A quick-locking and easily detachable
Top Box offering 29L of carrying
capacity which can store one full-face
helmet and more.
Includes Rear Carrier.

A quick-locking and easily detachable
Top Box offering 39L of carrying
capacity which can store one full-face
helmet and more.
Includes Rear Carrier.

A colour-matched lid for the 39L Top
Box. Available in Pearl Cool White,
Matt Carbonium Grey Metallic, Pearl
Siena Red and Pearl Nightstar Black.

The Honda Battery Optimiser is
specially designed for modern
batteries and has the ability to
diagnose, check and maintain your
battery automatically for months.

Please note: All prices include VAT but exclude fitting.

Please ask your local Dealer for advice on
compatibility and a total fitted price, or call
the Honda Contact Centre on 0845 200 8000.
Issue date: 07/2014

Terms and Conditions apply. Please ask a salesperson for full details.

Honda Genuine Accessories. Tested rigorously to ensure flawless operation,
seamless fit and 'real world' durability. Guaranteed to provide long-lasting value with
a two year warranty. Honda designed and engineered, for you and your Honda.

*2 year warranty only available when purchased with a new Honda motorcycle, otherwise 12 months.

